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In this paper, an electrokinetic micromixing system with conductive mixing-enclosure is 
proposed. The simulated micromixer can be fabricated easily and accordingly, it can be used 
in the microfluidic systems effectively. The mixing process is intensified by controlling the 
geometry of the mixing-enclosure and electric field strength. The effects of different 
parameters including existence of mixing-enclosure, horizontal and vertical sizes of mixing-
enclosure, orientation angle of mixing-enclosure, and electric field strength on the mixing 
index are studied. The mixing efficiencies and mixing lengths of current electrokinetic 
micromixer and those previously proposed by other researchers are compared. The results 
showed that the mixing efficiency can be enhanced significantly as a micromixer with 
conductive mixing-enclosure is employed. As an advantage of the proposed micromixer, the 
maximum mixing efficiency does not change by boosting the electric field strength in the 
range of 100 V.cm-1 to 200 V.cm-1, while the mixing time diminishes as the electric field 
strength increases in this range. For the conductive mixing-enclosure with the orientation 
angle of 45°, the maximum mixing index of 96.6% is achieved by exerting electric field with 
strength of 75 V.cm-1. The current electrokinetic micromixer has superior mixing efficiency 
and mixing length as compared with other electrokinetic micromixers. 
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1. Introduction 

Recently, microfluidic devices are widely used in 

many applications including chemistry systems [1], 

biological systems [2], drug delivery process [3, 4], 

Lab-on-a-chip device [5-8], etc. For most of these 

applications, providing a fast mixing process is very 

important [9, 10]. Generally, the Reynolds number has 

the order of unity or below in the microfluidic modules 

owing to low values of flow velocity and small 

characteristic length scale. Accordingly, the flow is 

laminar and there is no turbulence and fluctuation. In 

such laminar flow, the mixing process is occurred only 

by molecular diffusion, which is inherently a slow 

process [11]. Many active and passive techniques are 

used to improve the mixing index in the micromixers.  
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For passive techniques, the external energy sources 

are not used and the mixing process is completed by 

the flow influences induced by the geometric features 

of the micromixer[12, 13]. Cylindrical corrugations 

[14], parallel and serial lamination [15-17], and flow 

recombination [18, 19] are some passive techniques 

used in mixing process. The interface between liquids 

increases by using the passive techniques and external 

agitation sources are not used. As a result, the 

molecular diffusion and chaotic advection are 

responsible for mixing of species.  

Kim et al. [17] designed a novel chaotic passive 

micromixer. In their micromixer, the chaotic flow 

generates by periodic perturbing the velocity field 

created by the periodically placed barriers along the 

upper wall of the duct. They reported a good mixing 
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efficiency for their micromixer and the complete 

mixing can be achieved by using it. In an experimental 

work, Aoki and Mae [20] investigated the influences of 

microchannel geometry on the mixing efficiency. The 

results showed that the mixing efficiency is improved 

as the flow rate increases or the channel size decreases. 

Cortes and Tracey [19] used obstacles and grooves 

inside the mixing duct of a micromixer. They reported 

that the secondary flows can be generated inside their 

system, which improves the mixing index of the 

micromixer. Acoustic [21], thermal influences [22], 

pressure disturbance [23], magnetic field [24, 25], and 

electrokinetic [26–31] are some of the active 

techniques [32–35]. Note that an external source of 

energy is used in active techniques. As mentioned 

earlier, the microfluidic systems can be employed in 

biological applications. However, the temperature of 

the liquid can be increased by using some active 

techniques such as thermal or acoustic techniques. 

This is not suitable for the biological systems because 

they are very sensitive to the temperature. Moreover, 

in chemical applications, the reacting liquids may be 

used, which are sensitive to high temperatures. Tsai 

and Lin [36] used the thermal bubble micropump to 

drive the flow and create the oscillatory flow in the 

micromixer. The oscillatory flow can provide the wavy 

interface, which increases the contact area and 

enhances the mixing efficiency. Yaralioglu et al. [21] 

employed acoustic stirring to provide ultrasonic waves 

in the micromixer. In their micromixer, the acoustic 

stirring of the liquid created perpendicular to the main 

flow direction is responsible for mixing. 

Employing the electrokinetic phenomenon is a new 

active technique used in micromixers. The applications 

of this phenomenon are not restricted to mixing 

systems and it has many applications [29,30]. 

Generally, there MI is no moving components in this 

technique and it has a very simple structure. In 

addition, it is suitable for biological systems. In an 

electrokinetic micromixing system, a number of 

vortices can be created near the conductive walls that 

they intensify the mixing process. Rashidi et al. [31] 

performed a literature review on the electrokinetic 

mixers. They observed that in most of previous 

investigations, in this field, investigated the mixing 

performance when evaluating the effectiveness of 

electrokinetic mixers. However, mixing time and 

mixing length are two main factors, which should be 

investigated because it is important to provide a 

balance between different parameters. Zhao and Bao 

[37] employed electrokinetic  technique, to provide the 

mixing in a concentric annulus, as the stirrer. They 

employed a periodically electric field to induce vortices 

and chaotic advection in the annulus. The induced 

vortices and chaotic advection are improved the 

mixing index in their system. Wu and Li [38] used the 

conductive hurdles in the microchannels of an 

electrokinetic micromixer. They employed 

rectangular, triangular, and circular hurdles and 

observed that the rectangular hurdle can provide the 

best mixing performance as compared with triangular 

and circular hurdles. Azimi et al. [34] installed a 

conductive flexible plate inside the microchannel of an 

electrokinetic micromixer. They observed that by 

exerting the electric field, some vortices can be induced 

around the plate link, which improve the mixing. In 

addition, the flexible plate can act as the microstirrer 

and enhances the mixing process. Recently, Kazemi et 

al. [35] employed a conductive blade in a microchannel 

of an electrokinetic Y-shaped micromixer. They found 

that the throat of the micromixer is best place for plate 

installation.  

In this investigation, a new design of an 

electrokinetic micromixer is proposed. In this design, a 

conductive mixing-enclosure is considered for the T-

shaped micromixer. The mixing process is intensified 

by controlling the geometry of the conductive mixing-

enclosure and electric field strength. Accordingly, the 

effects of different parameters, including sizes of 

mixing-enclosure, orientation angle of mixing-

enclosure, and electric field strength, on the mixing 

index are investigated. This paper is organized by 

different sections. The physical problem is defined in 

section 2.  

Mathematical modeling including the governing 

equations, related boundary conditions, and 

parameters definitions are presented in section 3. The 

numerical procedure together with the grid 

independence study and validation results is 

presented in section 4. The results are reported with 

their descriptions in section 5. This follows with 

summarizing the main findings of the paper in 

conclusion section. 

2. Problem Statement 

In this research, a T-shaped electrokinetic micro-

mixer with two inlets and one outlet is selected for the 

simulation. Figure 1 shows the geometry of the 

micromixing system. As shown in this figure, the 

horizontal channel of micromixer has width W=100 

μm and length L=6W. Moreover, the vertical channel of 

micromixer has width W and length l=5W. A 

conductive mixing-enclosure with sides of H×V and 

angle α is placed near the T-junction. Two liquids flow 

through the micromixer from entries A and B. One 

liquid has a sample species with concentration 𝐶0 and 

other one has not sample species and accordingly, the 

concentration of zero is considered for this liquid. 

Three electrodes are located at the inlets and outlet of 

the system to generate the external electric field. All 

electrodes have direct connection with the solution. 

Note that the electroosmotic flow is generated inside 

the micromixer by the electric field. 
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Figure 1. The geometry of the simulated system 

 

The pressure gradient is not considered inside the 

system and hence the fluid flow is provided by the 

electroosmosis phenomenon. The zeta potential of -50 

mV is considered on the non-conductive surfaces. All 

values of parameters employed are presented in Table 

1. The simulated micromixer has a simple structure 

and can be fabricated easily. Accordingly, it can be used 

in the microfluidic systems effectively. 

Table 1. Parameters considered in the simulation 

 

3. Mathematical Modeling 

The following Laplace’s equation is solved to 

determine the electric potential in the micromixer: 

∇2�⃑� 𝑒=0 (1) 

where �⃑� 𝑒 indicates the electric potential. As mentioned 

before, the walls of the mixing-enclosure are 

conductive and hence an electric double substrate is 

formed on them. Note that this substrate can protect 

the walls from the applied electric field [39, 40]. The 

boundary conditions for solving this equation are: 

Along the channel and mixing-enclosure walls: 

�⃑� . ∇�⃑� 𝑒=0 (2) 

Along the inlets of the micromixer: 

𝜑𝑒= 𝜑0 (3) 

Along the outlet of the micromixer: 

𝜑𝑒= 0 (4) 

In this study, the incompressible and Newtonian 

liquid is employed. The following conservation of mass 

and Navier-Stokes equations are employed:  

Conservation of mass equation: 

∇. �⃑� =  0 (5) 

Navier-Stokes equation: 

𝜌 [
𝜕�⃑� 

𝜕𝑡
+ �⃑� . ∇�⃑� ] = −∇�⃑� + 𝜇∇2�⃑� + �⃑� 𝜌𝑒  (6) 

where 𝑢, 𝜌, and 𝜇 are velocity, density, and viscosity of 

the liquid, respectively. Moreover, ∇�⃑�  and 𝜌𝑒   indicate 

the pressure gradient and the local net charge density, 

respectively. �⃑� = -∇�⃑� 𝑒 indicates the local exerted 

electric field.  

Note that in this simulation, the last term placed on 

the right-hand side of Eq. 6 is neglected as the 

thickness of electric double substrate is small in most 

microfluidic systems [41]. 

The electroosmotic influence is included in the 

simulation by employing the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski 

slip velocity. This velocity is: 

      �⃑� =  −
𝜀0𝜀𝜁

𝜇
�⃑�  (7) 

In Eq. 7, 𝜁𝑤 indicates the zeta potential on the non-

conductive wall of the system that a constant value is 

considered for it. In addition, 𝜁𝑖 is the induced zeta 

potential on the conductive walls of the micromixer. 

The corresponding boundary conditions of these 

equations are: 

At inlet and outlet sections: 

�⃑� . ∇�⃑� = 0 and 𝑃 = 𝑃𝑎 (8) 

On the non-conductive walls: 

     �⃑� = −
𝜀0𝜀𝜁𝑤

𝜇
�⃑�  (9) 

On the conductive walls: 
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     �⃑� = −
𝜀0𝜀𝜁𝑖

𝜇
�⃑�  (10) 

As mentioned earlier, the pressure gradient is not 

considered. Accordingly, the following equation is used 

in the entire flow field: 

     ∇�⃑� = 0 (11) 

The concentration distribution of the electrolyte 

solution is determined by employing the concentration 

equation. This equation is: 

     
𝜕𝐶

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇(�⃑� . 𝐶 − 𝐷∇𝐶) = 0 (12) 

In this equation, 𝐷 and 𝐶  demonstrate the diffusion 

coefficient and the positional concentration 

distribution, respectively. Moreover, the boundary 

conditions of this equation are: 

At the entry A: 

     𝐶 = 𝐶0 (13) 

At the entry B: 

     𝐶 = 0 (14) 

On all walls: 

     
𝜕𝐶𝑡≥0

𝜕𝑛
= 0 (15) 

Moreover, the initial concentration in the system is: 

    𝐶 = 0 (16) 

3.1. Definition of Efficiency 

As discussed in the previous section, two liquids 

with distinct concentrations flow through the system 

from entries A and B. The concentrations of them at 

entries A and B are 𝐶𝐴 and 𝐶𝐵, respectively. The mixing 

index, MI, of the system can be calculated by using the 

following equation: 

𝑀𝐼 = (1 −
∫ |𝐶 − 𝐶∞|𝑑𝑦

𝑊

0

∫ |𝐶0 − 𝐶∞|𝑑𝑦
𝑊

0

) × 100 (16) 

where 𝐶∞ demonstrates the concentration of ideally 

mixture, which is calculated by: 

     𝐶∞ = (𝐶𝐴 + 𝐶𝐵)/2 (17) 

In addition, 𝐶0 indicates the concentration at entry 

A. Accordingly, 𝐶𝐴 = 𝐶0 and 𝐶𝐵 = 0. Finally, 𝐶𝑖 indicates 

the local concentration at the outlet section. 

4. Numerical Simulation 

In this study, the MUMPS (Multi-frontal Massively 

Parallel sparse direct Solver), which is direct finite 

element solver of COMSOL Multiphysics 5.3a, is 

employed to solve the set of governing equations as a 

two-dimensional pressure linked problem. The built-in 

steady incompressible Navier-Stokes model is 

employed as the basic model for dealing with the 

pressure linked equations. Three different physics, 

namely laminar fluid flow, transports of diluted spices 

and the electric field, are modeled in this study. The 

discretization method for laminar flow is P2+P1, which 

uses the second-order and first-order elements to 

calculate the velocity the pressure, respectively. Linear 

and quadratic methods of discretization are employed 

to solve the concentration and electric field equations. 

4.1. Grid Independence Study 

An unstructured triangular grid is considered for 

this problem. A sample view of the grid employed in 

this study is illustrated in Fig. 2(a). As shown in this 

figure, a denser grid is used near the sharp corners as 

compared with other parts for capturing the higher 

gradients at these regions. 

A grid independence study is carried out to insure 

that the simulation results are independent from the 

grid sizes. Accordingly, the velocity profile at the cross-

section of X=6W, and the concentration distributions at 

two cross-sections of X=W and X=6W are determined 

for four grid numbers of 1500, 3000, 6000, and 12000. 

The results are disclosed in Figs. 2(b), 2(c), and 2(d). It 

is clear that the percentage differences between the 

velocity and concentrations calculated by the grid 

numbers of 6000 and 12000 are very small and hence, 

the grid number of 6000 is employed for the 

simulations. 

  
(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 2. (a) The grid employed in this study; (b) the velocity profile at X=6W; (c) the concentration distribution at X=W; 
(d) the concentration distribution at X=6 

 

4.2. Validation 

To insure about the accuracy of the numerical 

technique, the results of the present study is compared 

along with the experimental and numerical results 

achieved by Wu and Li [38], [41] for a micromixer with 

two conducting triangle barriers. Figure 3(a) shows 

the simulated micromixer with the grid used inside it. 

Figures 3(b) and 3(c) discloses the contour of 

concentration inside the micromixer and the 

concentration distributions at the cross section of 0.5 

mm after barriers. As shown in these figures, there are 

good agreements between the numerical results 

obtained by the present simulation and the data 

provided by Wu and Li [38], [41]. 

5. Result and Discussion 

The influences of different parameters, including 

sizes of the mixing-enclosure, mixing-enclosure 

orientation, and electric field strength, on the MI and 

concentration distribution in the micromixer are 

studied. 

Figure 4 illustrates the influences of installing a 

conductive rectangular mixing-enclosure on the MI at 

E=100 V.cm-1. Three cases are considered in this figure 

including micromixing system without chamber, 

micromixing system with non-conductive chamber, 

and micromixing system with conductive chamber. 

The contours of concentration distributions of these 

cases are provided in this figure. The color bars of 

contours provide the dimensionless concentration 

distribution. The streamlines are superimposed on 

these contours. Moreover, the concentration 

distributions at the outlet for three cases are presented 

in Fig. 4(d). As illustrated in this figure, for the 

micromixer without chamber or with non-conductive 

chamber, as a result of the laminar regime and parallel 

streamlines, two streams can mix together only at the 

interface between them by diffusion mechanism that it 

results in the poor mixing for these cases.  For the 

system with conductive chamber, four vortices are 

created within the chamber by exerting an electric 

field. These vortices enhance the mixing between two 

streams considerably. It should be mentioned that the 

induced zeta potential can be generated on the 

conductive wall of the chamber by exerting the 

external electric field. Induced zeta potential has non 

constant values and can vary locally on the conductive 

wall. The mixing efficiencies of 35.18%, 30%, and 

84.78% can be achieved by using the micromixing 

system without chamber, micromixing system with 

non-conductive chamber, and micromixing system 

with conductive chamber, respectively. Accordingly, 

the MI can be enhanced significantly by employing a 

micromixer with conductive mixing-enclosure. 

 
Figure 3. The comparison between the outputs of the 

present numerical study and the experimental and 
numerical data achieved by Wu and Li [33] 
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(a) No chamber (b) Non-conductive chamber 

  

(c) Conductive chamber (d) Concentration distribution 

Figure 4. The influences of installing a conductive rectangular mixing-enclosure on the MI at E=100 V.cm-1 

 

Figure 5 displays the influences of mixing-enclosure 

size on the concentration distribution at E=100 V.cm-1. 

It can be seen that the sizes of vortices generated inside 

the mixing-enclosure increases with increasing the 

vertical and horizontal sizes of the mixing-enclosure. 

The larger vortices more improve the mixing index in 

the micromixer. Moreover, it is clear that increasing 

the horizontal size of the mixing-enclosure is more 

efficient for improving the mixing index as compared 

with increasing the vertical size. Note that the vortices 

elongate along the horizontal direction and more affect 

the interface between two streams by elongating the 

mixing-enclosure in horizontal direction. Accordingly, 

the MI enhances considerably by elongating the 

mixing-enclosure in horizontal direction. Note that the 

contact surface between the vortices and interface of 

two streams increases by increasing the horizontal size 

of the mixing-enclosure. However, the vortices 

elongate along the vertical direction and less affect the 

interface between two streams as the vertical size of 

the mixing-enclosure increases.  

The MI of all cases, investigated in Fig. 5, are 

presented in Table 2. It is clear that the MI of 84.78% 

can be achieved by employing a mixing-enclosure with 

size of H=3W and V=2W. 

Table 2. The influences of mixing-enclosure size on the MI at 
E=100 V.cm-1 

H V MI (%) 

2W 2W 75 

3W 2W 84.78 

4W 2W 79.73 

2W 3W 75.18 

2W 4W 71 

The influences of conductive mixing-enclosure 

orientation on flow pattern and concentration 

distribution at E=100 V.cm-1 are displayed in Fig. 6. The 

symmetry to the centerline of the micromixer is 

disappeared by changing the orientation angle of the 

mixing-enclosure (α). 

This affects the flow pattern inside the mixing-

enclosure. Increasing the orientation angle of the 

mixing-enclosure up to 45° causes formation of larger 

vortices in the center of the mixing chamber, which 

encompass with both liquids. This can increase the 

contact surface between two liquids and accordingly, 

the mixing between the two liquids improves.  

E=100  V.cm-1 E=100  V.cm-1 

E=100  V.cm-1 
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(a) H=2W, V=2W, α=0o 

  
(b) H=3W, V=2W, α=0o (c) H=4W, V=2W, α=0o 

  
(d) H=2W, V=3W, α=0o (e) H=2W, V=4W, α=0o 

Figure 5. The influences of mixing-enclosure size on the concentration distribution at E=100 V.cm-1 

 

However, for mixing-enclosure with the orientation 

angle of 0°, two vortices are placed within one liquid 

and two others are created inside another liquid, which 

the mixing of two liquids is less for this case. 

Accordingly, the larger vortices, which occupy whole 

the mixing-enclosure including both liquids, are 

created as the orientation angle of the mixing-

enclosure increases. This causes an increase in the MI 

of the micromixer. 

The MIs of all cases, considered in Fig. 6, are 

reported in Table 3. It is clear that the MI improves as 

the orientation angle of conductive mixing-enclosure is 

increased. The MI of 99% can be achieved by 

employing a conductive mixing-enclosure with the 

orientation angle of 45°. Accordingly, α=45° is the 

optimum orientation angle of the mixing-enclosure. 

E=100 V.cm-1 

 

E=100  V.cm-1 E=100  V.cm-1 

E=100  V.cm-1 
E=100  V.cm-1 
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α=0° 

  
α=45° 

Flow pattern 

 

  
α=0° α=15° 

  
α=30° α=45° 

  
α=60° α=75° 

Concentration distribution 

Figure 6. Influences of conductive mixing-enclosure orientation on flow pattern and concentration distribution at E=100 V.cm-1 

 

Positive charges 

Negative charges 

 

E=100 V.cm-1 
E=100  V.cm-1 

E=100 V.cm-1 E=100 V.cm-1 

 

E=100 V.cm-1 

 

E=100 V.cm-1 
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Table 3. The influences of mixing-enclosure orientation 
 on MI at E=100 V.cm-1 

α (deg) MI (%) 

0 84.78 

15 93.8 

30 96.67 

45 99 

60 96.3 

75 92.9 

The influences of electric field strength on the 

maximum MI and mixing time for α=45o are 

investigated in Table 4. It should be noted that the case 

of α=45° is selected for investigation as it is the 

optimum orientation angle of the mixing-enclosure. 

Moreover, figure 7 discloses the influences of electric 

field strength of the concentration distribution for 

α=45o. In Table 4, the second to sixth columns present 

the time required to achieve the MI of 1% to 99%. 

Moreover, the mixing time, reported in this table, is the 

required time in which the MI changes from 1% to its 

maximum value for each case. As presented in Table 4, 

the maximum MIs of 89% and 96.6% can be achieved 

by exerting the electric field with intensities of 50 V.cm-

1 and 75 V.cm-1, respectively. The maximum MI does 

not change as the electric field strength is boosted for 

E≥100 V.cm-1. However, the mixing time decreases 

considerably as the electric field strength boosts. For 

example, the mixing time decreases about 66.40% with 

boosting the electric field strength in the range of 50 

V.cm-1 to 200 V.cm-1. Accordingly, as an advantage of 

the proposed micromixer, the mixing time decreases, 

while the maximum MI does not change as the electric 

field strength is boosted beyond 100 V.cm-1. Note that 

for the micromixers proposed by Wu and Li [41] and 

Azimi et al. [34], the maximum MI may reduce by 

booting the electric field strength. 

Table 4. The influences of electric field strength on the  
maximum MI and mixing time for α=45◦  

E
 (

V
.c

m
-1

) 

MI 

M
a

x
im

u
m

 M
I 

(%
) 

M
ix

in
g

 t
im

e
 (

s)
 

1% 80% 90% 95% 99% 

Time (s) 

50 3.3 7.8 - - - 89 8.7 

75 2.1 5.4 7.3 9.55 - 96.6 9.17 

100 1.5 3.9 5.1 6.5 8.2 99 6.7 

125 1.2 3.2 4.1 5.1 6.3 99 5.1 

150 0.99 2.7 3.6 4.4 5.3 99 4.31 

175 0.83 2.3 3 3.6 4.3 99 3.47 

200 0.72 2.1 2.6 3.2 3.8 99 3.08 

As displayed in Fig. 7, the mixing index improves as 

the electric field strength boosts in the range of 50 

V.cm-1 and 75 V.cm-1. However, the mixing index does 

not change considerbly by increasing the electric field 

intensities larger than 100 V.cm-1. 

Table 5 provides a comparison between the mixing 

efficiencies and mixing lengths of current 

electrokinetic micromixer and the electrokinetic 

micromixers proposed by other researchers. As 

presented in this table, the current electrokinetic 

micromixer has better MI and mixing length as 

compared with other electrokinetic micromixers.  

Conclusion 

In current paper, the electrokinetic micromixing 

system with a conductive mixing-enclosure was 

simulated. The mixing index of the micromixer was 

improved by controlling the geometry of the 

conductive mixing-enclosure and changing the electric 

field strength.  

 

  
E=50  V.cm-1 and t=12s E=75  V.cm-1 and t=11.27s 
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E=100  V.cm-1 and t=8.2s E=125  V.cm-1 and t=6.3s 

  

E=150  V.cm-1 and t=5.3s E=175  V.cm-1 and t=4.3s 

 
E=200  V.cm-1 and t=3.8s 

Figure 7. The influences of electric field strength of the concentration distribution for α=45◦  

Table 5. A comparison between the mixing efficiencies and mixing lengths of current electrokinetic micromixer and the 
electrokinetic micromixers proposed by other researchers 

Study Description 
Applied electrical 
field, E (V.cm-1) 

Non-dimensional mixing 
length (Microchannel 
length/microchannel width) 

MI (%) 

Wu and Li [33] 
Three fully conductive 
hurdles mounted on the 
microchannel walls 

DC electric field 

13.3 

Using three rectangular 
conductive hurdles: 94.43% 

E= 100 V.cm-1 
Using three circular 
conductive hurdles: 91.31% 

 Using three triangular 
conductive hurdles: 80.26% 

Daghighi and Li 
[37] 

One fully conductive 
spherical particle inside a 
micro chamber 

DC electric field 

10 100% EHorizontal = 40 V.cm-1 

EVertical = 40 V.cm-1 

Azimi el al. [34] 

One fully conductive flexible 
link connected to the upper 
wall of a straight 
microchannel 

time-varying DC 
electric field 

20 90% 

Eaverage = 50 V.cm-1 

Current study 
One rectangular conductive 
mixing-enclosure at α = 45 

DC electric field 

6 99% 

E= 100 V.cm-1 
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The effects of different parameters including 

existence of conductive mixing-enclosure, horizontal 

and vertical sizes of mixing-enclosure, orientation 

angle of mixing-enclosure, and electric field strength 

on the MI in this micromixer were investigated. The 

important results of current study are: 

• The MI can be enhanced significantly by using a 

micromixer with conductive mixing-enclosure. 

• The mixing efficiencies of 35.18%, 30%, and 

84.78% can be achieved by employing the 

micromixing system without chamber, 

micromixing system with non-conductive 

chamber, and micromixing system with 

conductive chamber, respectively.  

• Increasing the horizontal size of the mixing-

enclosure is more efficient for improving the MI 

as compared with increasing the vertical size. 

• The maximum MI is occurred at the orientation 

angle of 45°. 

• For the conductive mixing-enclosure with the 

orientation angle of 45°, the maximum MIs of 

89% and 96.6% can be achieved by exerting the 

electric field with intensities of 50 V.cm-1 and 75 

V.cm-1, respectively. The maximum MI does not 

change by increasing the electric field strength for 

E≥100 V.cm-1. 

• As an advantage of the proposed micromixer, the 

MI does not change by boosting the electric field 

strength from 100 V.cm-1 to 200 V.cm-1, while the 

mixing time decreases as the electric field 

strength is increased in this range. Accordingly, it 

is possible to diminish the mixing time with 

keeping the high MI of the micromixer. 

• The current electrokinetic micromixer has better 

MI and mixing length as compared with other 

electrokinetic micromixers. 
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